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The Power of Partnership 

Dedicated professionals and innovative resources that put

businesses and consumers on the path to insurance and

financial success.

Chadler Solutions has built our business and reputation on a

consistent mission: to be a trusted advisor to our clients,

helping them protect their assets, manage costs, mitigate risk

and achieve financial security.

With seven distinct business units – Commercial Insurance

(/index.php/solutions/solutions), Group Benefits

(/index.php/solutions/group-benefits), Personal Insurance

(/index.php/solutions/personal-insurance), Retirement

Services (/index.php/solutions/retirement-services), Surety

Bonding (/index.php/solutions/surety-bonding), Executive

Benefits & Individual Insurance
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and HR Solutions– (/index.php/solutions/hr-solutions) the

breadth of our expertise gives us a unique advantage and

perspective. Our insightful strategies and professional

approach offer optimal value to your business, employees and

assets.

Experience the power of partnership with Chadler Solutions.
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Partner, Archer & Greiner, P.C.

Very few people appreciate their insurance professionals until

there is a problem which requires resolution of a first party or

third party claim. I cannot imagine that there is an insurance

professional who comes close to the outstanding manner in

which Michael Boggio addresses and responds to his clients’

problems and concerns. Michael is analytical, courteous,

responsive and empathetic. He makes the process of processing

a claim as tolerable as possible and always is looking out for his

client’s needs. 

I always recommend Michael and Chadler Solutions when I have

the opportunity as I am quite sure that they not only do a “good”

job professionally, but a “great” job. We are lucky to have you on

our team.
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HR Director, American Securities

“Scott Rappoport and Chadler Solutions have been a

tremendous resource on all areas of benefits and

compensation. He is very creative and pragmatic and always

looks for the right solution that fits the best. His knowledge base

is very extensive and frequently he shares best practices and

insights that aren't easily available elsewhere. I often

recommend Scott to colleagues who have difficult issues or just

need to figure out what may be the best source for their

solution. Scott is very giving of his time, publishes a great

newsletter to share the latest information and has been a huge

help. I highly recommend him and his firm!”
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ONLINE FORMS

Request a Quote
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CONTACT US

Chadler Solutions (/index.php/contact-us)

Phone:  973-227-0025

info@chadlersolutions.com
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